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Summaryz The stable blocþ, comprises a north wing wíth brewhouse ond
domestic offices, o¡¿d a west wing with stables and høyloft. Nthough possíbly
built in tu,to phases, the sirnilority of detailing ín both parts suggests tlwt
thq arc nearþ conternporary. The north eleuatíon ouerloohing the garden
arld íts gøble end to the road were.designed to haae o domestic appeararzße,
partly mashing the íntemal disposítioræ. The cartshed may be the lost
rcmnant of the former børn.

1. Introduction

This report has been compiled by OAU for the National Trust in advance of
repairs to the Stable yarù It is the result of a non-intrusive visual
inspection of the buildings, iltd seeks to determine the extent a¡rd details
of the original building and the sequence of alterations. Some parts of the
building lvere obscr¡¡ed by rvy externally and modern decoration internally,
and will require firrther investigation when cleared of these obstructious.
Existing plans aud drawings were used as the ba,sis of the sutvey, though
several det¡ils \Ã'ere recorded by measured drawings and record photographs,
and the survey will include rectified photography as the next stage of work

2. Documentary evidence

This study does has uot inciuded any documentary research. The stables
are likely to be contemporary with fþs 6¡in house, built for Walter Jones
after 1605, for the building of which there is üttle direct evidence. The 1632
inveutory refers to the Wool howse, the Meøle howse, the Brewhowse, the
Milhhowse, the Stable ønd the Bame (the latter containing beasts, hay and
gear);the brewhouse \4¡¿r¡i amongst buildingÞ coveredwith Westmoriand slate
ir 1803-4 (M. Dickens, A History of Chastletoz (1938), 26 & 60).

3. Description

[Stoneis describedøs lirnssfe¡s if of creamcolourandas ironstone ífbrown,
though ít is recognised that these øre lilzely to represent more thøn two types
of limestone. Numbers refer to openings shown on the pløns (Fígs. I 8. 2).
Stando¡d details are described separately at the endJ

3.1 Ð(TERNAIELEIVATIONS

The buüdings are all of coursed squared rubbie, with ashlar detailing to
doors a¡d windows; the roofs a¡e of cotswold slate.
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3.1.1 South eleuation of brewhou,se range ..

The north side of the stable yard is of irregular appearencsr though this has
largely been brought about through secondary alterations. The nortlt-west
corrler is marked by both wails cunring in towards the coruer, to allow
marimug space for the two openingÞ in the wall of the brewhouse range [1,
2J. Neither of these ueed be original features. The upper window tÛ has
a fou¡-centered head with hollow-chamfered jambs, like no other window in
the buildi¡g, and may be an import (see below). At ground floor the window
[2] has a masonry break below suggesting that it was originally a door.

East of the drainpipe consistent masonry coursing appears to run
continuously between the ground and ñrst floor as fa¡ as the east end of the
range. In the fi,rst floor were three opening5 [9, 5, ?] of which the last is a
standa¡d two-light window (Fig. 4a), and the other two were perhaps once
gimil¿¡' judgug from the blocked splayed reveals visible internally. On the
outside the first of these [3] has a marked break where there was a dormer
window occupying the top few courses in the wall. Beiow this is the possible
outline of the eastern side of the former window, but the coursing nrns
westwa¡ds r¡nintern¡ptedly as far as window [1], so blocking may have
occu¡red when the latter was inserted. The second window [5] currently
has a dormer at the top of the wall, while the outline of the biocked window
may be faintly apparent below though it is well concealed.

On the ground floor there were three openings matching those above [4, 6,
81. The first is a standard two-light window [4], though possibly secondary
as below it there are break.q indicating a former door opening here. Next is
a blocked window [6], whose ja¡nbs a¡e clear externally. Then there is a
door [8] of standa¡d form (Fig. 3), with a re-used timber lintel inside and
süraight jambs. East of this is a small low opening [9] with a wooden frame,
perhaps a hatch or an added light to the space under the stair; beyond this
is a door [10] with straight jambs and a wooden doorframe, üd an exterual
wooden lintel. A masonry patch over the door suggests that the timber
lintel may be a replacement for a stone one.

3.L.2 East eleuation of brewhouse range

Currently much obscured by plants, this elevation has a blnnk ground floor,
a four-light window on the first and a three-light window on the secoud
fl.oor. The masonry w¿rri treated with some regard to its appearance, having
inegular courses of wider and na¡row stones.

3.1.3 North eleuation of brewhouse range

The north side overiooks the small garden between the 'service'side of the
house and the road. The first fl.oor has three standard three-light windows,
roughly evenly spaced [16, 19, 21]. Consistent masonry coursing appears to
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nrn continuouslJ¡ fton eud to end below the windows, and between openings
on the grouud floor, with one exception. The ground floor has two large and
one small doorways of standard form [15, 18, 221 (except door 15 lacks
chamfer stops). The opening at the east end has with a ?modem, chamfered
timber lintel [14], the mason¡y over it suggesting secondary insertion; the
door has plain ashlarjambs and internal soffiü beams, partially blocked with
Tasonry and a window in recent times for the lavatories. The üwo ground
fl,oor windows lLl, 201a¡e of i:regular form, distinct in both having hollow-
cham,fered mullious, and one [20] beiug of fou¡ lights with a central king-
mullion- Below this window is a hiatus iu the masronry coursing, perhaps
representing no more than a break in construction. The door at the west
eud [22] is smaller than the other two, and placed somewhat lower due to
the falling ground level. There are fragmentary traces of whitewash on this
wall, coincident with patches of lichen.

3.1.4 West eleuation of brewhouse ønd stable

The western end of the brewhouse wing makes some concessions to its
being a prominsnt gabled end to the road, seen together with the western
side of [þs 6ain house. The masonry consists of alternate thick and thin
courses ef lirnssfqne and ironstone, though this feature is only present for
the width of the gabie, and is not continued into the wall of the stabie.
There a¡e three standard windows of three lights in the gable waJl123,24,
251, the lower one of süghtly wider dimensions. As was not uncommon at
the time, the upper window only lights the attic space, and was only
inciuded to make the elevation more imposing.

The junction with the stable range is partly covered with ivy, but is ciear
enough from the change in masonry type; it may not represent any long
temporal break between the different parts of the building but just a return
to less distinctive masoûy. The lower part of the stable wall contains more
ironstone, but not in separate courses (this is more obvious since the lower
part of the wall is cieaner, presumably washed by rainwater); the whole wall
appears to be built as one up to the level of the window sills. There is one
low openin g 1271, possibiy a drain exit, a¡d an inserted stable window [30]
on the ground floor. Above, two windows [28, 31] are visibie externally, of
two and three lights respectively; there was certainly one more [26] at the
north end, and possibly another [29] between the existing ones, but these
have been blocked and a¡e scarcely visible on the outside.

3.1.6 South eleuation of stable

This wail has no openings, but buüt against it is a smail lean-to prily, with
an adjacent area that may have been an ash-pit (there are traces of burning
on the gable wail). The privy is not bonded into the stable wall, but is of
built of similar stone; an area of disturbed stonework next it at the
southeast corner is probably no more than a patched repair, perhaps
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con¡,ected with the cracks visible in teh east wall.

3.1.7 Eost eleuation of stable

The ground floor has three four-light windows [BB, 86, 88] of standa¡d form,
with two standa¡d doors [34, 37j between them. The fi¡st floor has a small
central door [35] to the hayloft, with a sta¡dard t¡pe of suround- On eitber
side of the door there is consistent masonry coursingruDningthe futl Ëngh
of the range, except at the south end where there is a blocked window [á2]
above the window below. There was no corresponcting first-floor window at
the north end-

3.2 INTERNAI, FEATURES

3.2.1 East end of brewhouse range

At the east end there wtu¡ a through p¿rssage against the stone wall of the
present kitchen, with a plain door opening [10] at the south end and a
rebated door t15l at the north end, each with doubie timber lintels
internally (this is a standard feature). The original arrangements here are
obscu¡ed by the modern insertion of lavatories, but it is likeiy that there
rr'asi a partition here below the principal ceiting joist since there is another
door [14] in the north-east corner, now opening into a store. There are
three csiling bays here, with fourteen courmon joists running between the
principal joists and the stone partition wall. As n¡ith all originai floors, the
joists are chamfered, and have soffit tenons with diminished haunches
(sioping back), or 'spurred tenons' (sloping forwa¡d) where the principal has
a waney edge (Fig. 5). This unlit room at the end of the range may have
been the 'meal house' of the 1632 inventorv.

At the south end of the stone wail is a timber door fra¡ne supporting the
string for the frart'ing of the stair, now mostly removed, giving access to the
first floor. This has a tu¡ned wooden post at the top (Fig. 8), evidently re-
used" since it has a large chase mortice for a downward raü that is not used
in its preseut position. It is framed to a handrail and sillbearn over the
stairwell, resting on the floor joists a¡rd connected to the other corner post
which is octagonal \¡rith a roughly tuned head. The stairwell has caused
the floor in the adjacent two bays to be framed differently, $rith courmon
joists running north-south over the present kitchen.

The frsú floor at the east end was a large room, once plastered and lit with
windows on the north and east, and with chamfered ceilingjoists. There are
candle burns on the corner post of the stairwell, and despite the lack of
heating this may have been a servant's room, but it is not impossible that
it was the 'wool house' of the 1632 inventory.

o
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A door at the head of the stai¡ leads up two steps to the room over the
brewhouse, and it was probably from here that there w¿x¡ a stair to the
second floor, si¡ce the tie bee"' above the partition wall has a central door
sill and posts that may have been a door frame. Tbere is uo other evidence
of any direct access from the eastern room below, already described- This
upper floor was lit from the east end only, and had a boa¡ded floor a¡d
plastered walls. Although unheated, it is more likely to have been sen¡ants'
accom"todation, being less easy of access for woolsacks.

The roof has trusses with similar spacing to the floor joists below, and has
principal trusses with a tie be¡m and single colla¡, and two butt-purlins.
The pr:rlins are slotted onto free tenons that pass through a mortice in the
principal rafter (Fig. 7), and have a tapered inns¡ face allowing them to be
closely fitted into the housing on the rafter. This is a not uncommon local
post-medieval roof þpe, and is found elsewhere at Chastleton. The common
rafters (many of which have been replaced) then rest on the outside of the
pur:lins and the wall head.

3.2.2 Brewhouse

The brewhouse was reached from a door to the stable yard [8], opposite
which was another door [18] leadi:rg towards the main house (ar¡d the door
to the beer cellar). On account of the stair, it cannot have been reached
from the east end of the range as it is now. At the east end ís a stone wall
reaching up to tie-beam level part of the original build since it is bonded in
to the side walls and is continuous with the door ja:nbs at each side. At the
south end is a door with a timber lintel and a chamfered door lintel with
mortices for the door fra¡ne. This ied to a passage under the stairs (Iit by
the small window t9l) and the present kitchen. This has one window, but
modern ñttings have obscured any original features. It is another candidate
for the 'meal house' of the 1632 inventory.

The ground floor may have had partition by the cross passage, judging from
the area of brick paving but there is no evideuce for this in the side wails.
The room was lit by two windows [4, 6] to the stable yard (one of which has
been blocked); these have stone segmental a¡ches over them. The one large
window [20] on the north side has'a timber lintel (with mortices from a
previous use), and is a non-standa¡d window with hollow chamfers, ilrd
some possibly original iron fittings (Fig. ab). The r¿esú wall is not bonded
in to the sids lvells, âtrd seems to be a later addition or replacement, being
of consistgaf lirnsstone build with marked putlog holes, of slightly different
character from the side wail*. There is a central fireplace, giving access to
an internal oveu on the north side, while on the flanking wall on the north
there is some indication of a door to a second oveu. The ?modern steps up
on the south side of the fireplace lead to a recess with an arched stone head,
probabiy for the brewing vat, which may have had a separate stoke hole.
So it would appear that this w€u¡ a bakery aud brewery, Íxi was not unusual.

o
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The frst floor, as already mentioned, was reached from the stai¡ and door
at the east end- Its floor has beeu removed, but there are two principal
joists (resting on timber pads in the side walls), with mortices for fourteen
joists (witl rlirninisþsd haunches). Internally it is clea¡ that there'nrere
three standa¡d windows on the south wall, though one [5] was partially
blocked and tu¡ned into a dormer, and the other [3] si"'ila¡ly so but then
completely blocked at a later stage; there is no evidence for the date of
these alterations, but th edormer appears to be of no great age. There \¡rast

one window [19] in the north wall. Although there must have beeu a stair
lg¿díng up to the attic at the east eud, there does not seem to have been a
floored attic over the brewhouse, and it must have been open to the roof.
As a well-lit room over a heated room, it is likely to have been used for
sen¡ants' accommodation (if not a wool store). In the west wall above the
'brewing vaü' is a blocked door (a timber lintel over an offset in the wall),
and, above it is a small w'indow opening to the west end attic, with no
obvious function except aÉi access to the attic level there. Tlne roof ia of
three bays, sirnilat'to that described above.

3.2.3 West end of brewhouse range

As described above, there may originally have been a direct access from the
yard to the rooms at the west end of the range, though they are now
reached from the stable. $imil¿¡ly there was a door [22] on the north side,
though this cannot now be seen from the inside. On the ground floor there
a¡e two rooms, separated by a thick partition wali (partly of brick), with two
large principal qsiling joists running east-west (unlike those in the rest of
the range); they are chamfered and probabiy original, though the common
joists in the west room are of l9th-century date, like the tongue-and-groove
panelling which covers the walls of what $/as presumabiy the tack room.
Th.e eøstern rooÍL is mostly plastered, but the rubble east wail is partially
visible (papered over whitewash) with a brick patch where there was¡ a
fireplace, replaced by a small modern ena¡nmelled range (Ideal Q6eþnnhs¿[
No. 35). The door from the stabie has an arched head, and the window
reveals are ske$'ed to fit round the door and the partition wall to the
brewhouse. Investigation after fittings have been removed may reveai
whether the former door w¿s similarly constructed. There may also be
some evidence to indicate whether this was the 'milk house' of the 1632
inventory, as would seem likely.

A modem, stair in the north-west corner of the room lead up to the ¡1rsú
floor, which is divided by a modern brick partition. In the east wall is a
central arch of ashlar with a brick biocking probably for a fireplace, and
beside it to the south are ashla¡ quoins for the door into the first floor of
the brewhouse, mentioned above. This may have been the oniy original
access to the first floor, üd the door through to the stable loft has brick
janbs and is probabiy modern. There is a standard three-light window [21]
in the north waìI, but the window t1l in the south wall is of non-standard
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foru, hollow-cha¡nfered a¡d-having a round head externally and bla"lr
spandrels internally; it appears to have beeu made for a normal window
opening and has been inserted into the wall with its easter¡ jamb adjusted
for the partition wall, which bas beeu cut back to make space for it (though
this may only have occr¡rred when the partition was added or rebuilt).

fþs qsiling is all of light modern sofüwood, and there is no trace of a¡r attic
room here (it was uot plastered), though there is a window [23] in the west
æble which, as described above, was probably only built for appearances
sake. The roof is the same as described before, w'ith small common rafters
(many of sofrwood), probably belongrng to a 19th-century reslating with
tq¡shing. The stable range ends with a stone gable, but purlins from its
form,er roof come through to meet a valley rafter in the brewhouse range.

3.2.4 Stable range

The stable is unevenly divided into two parts, w"ith a stair between them.
At the north end ate two stalls, of uo great antiquity. fþs ssiling is original,
with fourteen common joists on a large chamfered principal (Fig. 6a). As
showu on the figure, the chamfer stop at the east end is nearer the wall
than the one at the other end; this does not imply re-use, but was probably
intentional to allow for a hay manger at the west side, so that hay could be
let down directly from the hayioft into the stalls. Although the flooring of
the attic has beeu renewed, there are some indications on the principal floor
joists of former attachments for this.

The støir is built on a substantiai stone ramp and is wooden, with stud
partitions on each side, having lath and plaster faces towards the stables,
and with rough plank raiis internally, but no plastering. This is probably all
of 18th or l9th-century date, and may be covering a plain stone stair. The
door to the stair is a simple pi¡nked affair, but there is some re-used 18th-
century panelling beside it. There is a door through to the next stable, but
this now leads into a stall, and may be no older than the stair.

fre south stable has five stalls, two windows to the yard a¡rd a small
window to the road. The stalls, perhaps 19th ceutury, have planked
partitions and iron gFiüs at the top; they \Ã'ere made all together and have
paired doors that allow the stalls to be joined or separated- The paving of
blue engineering brick is probably contemporary. The ceiling has been
renewed (Fig. 6b) with a, higher series of softwood joists and a plaster
ceiling, but the princþat joists are âs described in the other stable. The
window mullions have at one time been cut for horizontal ba¡s, but now
have vertical iron bars to which the glass is attached.

fre hayloft must always have been just that, despite the windows ou the
road side, since there is uo sign of domestic use, though the walls r¡/ere
plastered and whitewashed. The door to the yard was for lifting up the hay

o
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(there is an iron wheel aqd chain for liftiug the bales), and as suggested
above, there may have been trãps to let the hay dowu into the manþrs in
¿þs sfalls. The door to the north range is probably 19th century. The west
wall windorÃts were uecessary to light the iuterior, but 'were also desigued to
present a sJ,rurmetrical frout to tbe road, though this has changed ïrith
numerous alterations. The northern one [26] has been partly and theu
eutirely blocked, tåe southem one. [31] has two of its three lights blocked.
The central two-light window t28] is eutire, but may have had a precursor
[29] to its south, since there is a timber lintel and single jamb (about
opposite tåe door), but this is most likely just a change of plan during
building and the lintel may have been a pad for a tie beam. As mentioned
above, there is one blocked window at the south end of the east wall, but no
evidence of a matching one at the north end. At the south end a¡e timber
binding berms across the corners, which are probably original. The north
wall has a gable, as described above, but there are no obvious break" in the
mason¡y to suggest that this was added to a¡ earüer wall; the north-west
comer seems to be bonded in, and all the indicaüions are that the two wings
were coutemporary.

The roofhas mostly been repiaced, with four l8th/19th-century king-post
trusses carrying two purlins, but towards the south end is a single ancient
truss with a colla¡ and two raking queen struts.

3.2.5 East range of courtyard

The cartshed/garage at the north end is of various periods. The south wall
is of fi¡e cor¡rsed.lirngsfs¡e rubble with ashiar quoins and extending up the
gable. The north wall is entirely of i¡onstone, with no quoins on its west
corner, and only a singie knee at the foot of the gable; the east wall is a mix
of even courses of i¡onstone and ümestone, Ðd limestone quoins. Inside is
a singie truss similar to those in the other ranges, supported on an ashla¡
pier at the front. This was a probably fitted out in the 19th century as a
coachhouse, and later becr-e a garage and still later a stable. It is likely
that the unroofed walls continuing south of the building were once part of
it, and that the present building is the converted end of a longer range.
Since the 1632 inventory mentions a barn, that may have been here, if not
in a separate farmyard. The garden wall is high and substantial enough to
be the side of a barn, and there is an otherwise r:nexplained straight joint
some five metres south of the ca¡tshed, which may have been an entrance.
The stone walled peus further south as fa¡ as the wall of the yard may also
have been part of this building but its existence could only be confirmed by
excavation.

o
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3.3 DESCRTPTION OF STAIVDARD DETAILS

Doors: (Fig. 3) For¡r-centered a¡ch consisting of two or three large pieces of
ashlar of irregular outline; jambs '¡¡ith plain char''fer, stopped at joiu with
lowest stoue, which has a plah triangular (?cu¡ved) stop; Internally, most
have a rebate for the door, and two beams supporting the soffit of the
opening (the door lintels are flat slabs on the face of the wall, and only the
jarnbs below have a retum into the reveal).

Wî,ndows: (Fig. aa) Hood moulds over a separate lintel, with plain-
chamfered mullions and a sloping sül. Between two and four lights (mostly
three), with a varieüy of heights and widths; this, together with the poor fi,t
of many mullions to the sills and lintels, may suggest thaü sills and lintels
were made in pairs, and the other stones produced in non-standard lengths
that were then cut to size. A few windows have hollow chamfers (Fis. ab)

Window fi,ttings: (Fig. ab) Many window jambs a¡rd mullions are externally
drilled as if for fitting bars or shutters. The va¡iety of window learling
suggests replacement at different times. Otder windows are perhaps those
with external iron ba¡s to which the leaded lights are fitted with wire
twists; the opening casements have iron fr¡r''es and some of these have
singie or double catches to close the windows, and an attached handle at the
bottom of the frr-e to open or shut the window; externally some of these
have curved nuurers with sprung bands to support the open windows.

Floor joists.' (Fig. 5) Most original floor joists are square or upright
rectangular, and have soffit tenons r¡¡i¿þ dirninished haunches. These only
operate when meeting a square arris on the principal joist (Fig. 5a), and
where this is waney the shoulder may slope forward rather than back,
forming a 'spurred' tenon (Fig. 5b).

Purlín scørþ.' (Fig. 7) The principal rafter has a mortice containing a free
tenon that protrudes on each side of the rafter. The purlins have tapered
ends (only on the inns¡ face) and a mortice on their soffits; they are slotted
over the free tenons,.introduced a short way into the mortice in the rafter,
and double-pegged to the tenon. This is a not uncoutmon regional tlpe of
scarf.

Rendering: Traces of whitewash or thin render on the north elevation are
ma¡ked by presence of grey lichen. Petrification of lichen with run-off from
downwater wasi suspected, but rather the lichen may have helped the
continuing adhesion of the coating or been attracted by its chemical
conteut. The western elevation has traces of render/whitewash at higher
levels, but has been cleaned to the natural stone colour below; this is
probably a result of water running off the roof.
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North rcnge
Probably a three-part plan, with show front to north and west. East end
with th¡ough passage, one room below and stairs leading to two large rooms
above on ñrst floor and attic, with plastered walls but no heating (also access
to room over brewhor¡se). Possiblysen¡ants' acco-trodation, and woolstore.
Altered by modern construction of lavatories on grouud fl,oor, creating small
store space at east end-

Central part with through passage, two rooms at ground floor and large
well-lit roour over open to the roof. A brewhouse and bakery, possibly by
conversion, since the dividing wall ¿¡d shimney appear to be inserted- The
stack comprises brewing copper, fireplace and oven. Altered by blocking of
ground-floor window and conversion of two top windows to dormers in C18
or C19, and removal of first-floor coutmon joists. The room above was
probably servnnts' accommodation.

lV'estenr part with foru.er access from yard and to the garden, was two
rooms, possibly ¡þs 'milkhouse'. The first floor was reached from the
brewhouse, until it was converted into seif-contained accornrnodatiou.

West rønge
Perhaps slightly later than North Range, but of similar coustruction. Stable
in two parts with central stai¡, hayloft over with door to ya¡d and three
windows to west, probably with traps on rvest side to let down hay into
stalls. Altered by partial and complete blocking of windows in west wall,
creation of new small window at ground floor, and C19 stable furnishings,
inslurling trap and hoisting wheei to move hay, and reflooring of southern
stabie.

Other buildings
The ca¡tshed/garage is a complex building probably made up from the
remnins of the barn which is mentioned in the 1632 inventory; the same
may be true of the shed to its south.

5. Further work

Re-examination of external walls after removal of iW; investigation of
interior of stable flat after removal of C20 fittings and wall coverings;
possible excavatiuon for foundations of ba¡n to find its extent.

Oxford Archaeological Unit
Ju¡e 1992
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List of ñgures

1 Gror¡¡d plan showing location of featr¡res.
2 First-floor plan showing location of featr¡res.
3 Details of sta¡dard door.
4a þsfails of standa¡d, window (external).
4b þsfails of non-standard window 20 (internal, with ñttinæ).
5a Floor joisüs, with rlivninishgd har¡nch joints.
5b Floor joists, with sprrrred tenons on waney edges.
6a Stable sgiling, north en4 with long and short chamfer stops.
6b Stable sgiling, south end, with replaced joists.
7 Roof detai} purlh joints to principal rafter.
I Brewhouse: detail of tr¡¡:ned stair newel.
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Chastleton House
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Archaeological Evaluation of StablelB rewhouse Courryard

I. Iwoduuion

fui archaeological evaluation was undertaken by the Oxford A¡chaeological Unit on
behalf of the National Trust within the area of the courryard adjacent to the
brcwhouse/stable buüdings. The work was carried out benpeen the 1G18 December
L992, in advance of buüding work on the brewhouse due to commence early in 1993,

in order to ascenain the nan¡re and extent of ury surviving courtya¡d surfaces. A
visual survey was undertaken of any yard surfaces not currently obscured by rurf and
these were pioned onto an exisdng 1:50 suwey of the coufyard; a limited amount of
probing was undertaken to E?ce the extent of briclcwork surfaces immediaæly below
the modern n¡rf (Fig. 2). In addition, a ¡oal of fi.ve trenches were excavared by hand
(Fig. 1), one of which was inænded to investigate the relationship of the courtyard
surface to any surviving floor leveis within the supposed barn on the eastern side of
the sable yard that is mendoned in the early invenory.

2. Sunmary

Visual examination of the courryard, together with probing, revealed that much of the
yard was cobbied, with areas of large cobbiing outside the doors in the north range.
The stable doors have brick paving oußide them, and a brick path crossing the yard
berween the stabie and canshed. An area of stone flags runs benryeen the two srable
doors aiongside the west range.

Four lm squa¡e trenches were excavated by hand within the central a¡ea
courryard, the fiftir trench (lm x l.5m) being positioned n the eastern side
yard across the wall of the supposed barn.

Cobbied surfaces were located in all 4 of the renches in the central a¡ea of the
courryard, though preservation was variable. However, no floor layers were
idendfied within the a¡ea of the supposed barn, where wall footings and modern
services have caused much disn¡rba¡rce. No a¡tifacruai dadng evidence was recieved
from any of the exposed surfaces.

3. Lisr offigures

Fig. I Location of evah¡ation Eenches (scale 1:200)

Fig. 2 Location of visibie courryard surfaces (scaie 1:200)
Fig. 3a Trench 5, plan (scate 1:20)
Fig. 3b Trench 5, northern baulk section (søte 1:20)
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4. Trench descripdong

Trenchl(lmxlm)

Trench located within cen¡nJ area of counyard. The trench wa¡i exc:rvated by hand
to reveal a well compacted surface comprising smooth rounded cobbles up to 0.10m
in diameter with occæional flat semi-anguiar limestone pieces of similar size within
a matrix of paie grey morcar pd gnv$.. The cobbled surface was overlaid by a
fairiy weil compacted pale Eey'chailcy layei conaining pea grit urd small gravel, this
in urn being overiaid by modern turf and rcpsoil. The cobbled surface was located
ar a height of 174.10m OD. ;

Trench2(lmxlm)

Trench located within cencral area of courrvard. Turf a¡ld topsoil directly overiie a
well compacted cobbled surface similar in nan¡re þ that encountered in Trench i.
In the southern half of the rench the cobbled surface has been disturbed by the laying
of a brick paved a¡ea which appears to extend mosr of the way ac¡oss the courryard
terminadng just shon of the garage/coach house on ¡he eastern edge of the yard (fig.
2). The cobbled surface wæ locared at a heighr of 173.98m OD.

Trench3(lmxlm)

t;

t
Trench located within central a¡ea of courryard. Turf and topsoil directly overlie a
weil compacted cobbled surface simila¡ in nan¡re to that located in Trench 2. The
nonhern haif of the exposed surface appearefto be stained by cinders or coal ash.
The cobbled surfãce wæ located at a height of 173.91m OD.

Trench4(lmxlm)

Trench located withi¡ cen¡ral area of courtyard. The topsoii was mixed with
subsrantiai amounc of buüding debris (predominantiy stone tile fragments). This
layer overiaid a further deposit of buiiding debris which appq¡rs to disturb the
cobbied surface in this trench which only appears in the north-east corner of the
excavarcd area. The precise nan¡re of the disturbance was not apparent within the
limi¡ed area of .*cuuation, though theþroximiry of modern servióes (eiectriciry and
water) was noted. The cobbied surface was located at a height of 173.85m OD.

Trench 5 (lm x l.5m; Figs. 3a &,3bI

T¡ench 5 wa.s positioned to investigate the reiationship of the courtyard surface to any
suwiving floor layen within the supposed barn on the east side of the courryard. A
n¡bbie foundation (503) for the exunr wail was located at a depth of 0.15m beiow the
presenr ground suråce, and the constn¡ction trench for this wall (502) would have
destroyed any surviving floor layers within the limits of the rench. A metal pipe
0.02m diam. containing a¡r electiciry cable (508) was exposed running erst-west
across the trench, cuning the rubble foundadon a¡rd further disnrrbing any deposits

1
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relating to the supposed barn.. A possible flat stone surface (506) was located in the
extreme north-east of the trench at a height of 174.07m OD, but the limited area
exposed within the trench makes positive identification of this feature as a floor layer
very tenative. No cobbled courtyard surface was encountered within this trench, and
so no relationship between courryard and floor layer could be defined.

5. Vístnl survq (Fie.2)

In addition to the five hand-excavated Eenches described above, a visual survey ,vl,as

undertaken to record any visible surfaces. These surfaces were plotted onto an
existing 1:50 plan and the results are summarised in Fig.Z. As has already been
stated, a small amount of probing was involved in defining the limits of identified
surfaces. The no¡th-west corner was obscured by scaffolding at the time of the
suryey, ap¿ìrt from a concrete patch outside the Brewhouse window that is related to
water services. This end of the yard is probabiy ail cobbled, since cobbies were
found in Trench 3, and in distinct areas outside the two doors into the north range.
These last consisted of patches of larger cobbles than those observed in the Eenches.

The briclovork uncovered in Trench 2 is also visible outside the stable door, and was
raced by probing in a broad path across the yard leading towards the cartshed, where
it may reach the brick paving that is also visible round the nonh entr¿rnce of the shed.
The south door to the stable also has a patch of brick outside the door, and this is
linked to the north door by a flagstone path.

The cobbled surface found in Trenches I and 4 were of small stones, and a similar
surface probably extends across the southern end of the yard, though its exact extent
was not discovered. It is understood that the extent of this surface is visible on early
aerial photographs.

6. Recommendadons
The cobbled courlyard surfaces, where located, were overlaid by an average of
c.0.10m of turf and topsoü and it is felt that unless heavy machinery is to be
manoeuvred within the courtyard area during buiiding work, this depth of overburden
will be sufficient to protect the surfaceq from damage from normal raffic. However,
in the immediate vicinity of the brewhouse, where scaffolding, ladders and building
activities are likely to be more intensive, some protection with planking may be
necessary to preserve the cobbling from damage. Similady, the brick surfaces next
the stable doors should be protected from damage from trafñc and heavy gear.

At a stage when the building work has ceased, and the yard is no longer being used
for constant access, it may be appropriate to strip off the soil overburden and I

o
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Oxford Archaeoiogical Unit
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Fig.5a
Fig.5b

Floor joists, \¡rith dirninished haunch joints.
Floor joists, \¡,'ith spured tenons on waney edges.
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Fig.
Fig.

Stable ceiling, north end, with long and short ùamfers.
Stable ceiling, south end, with replaced joists.
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